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“CPA Potential 2014” contest kick-off at DTU 

 

In the morning of 5th October 2014, the kick-off ceremony of the “CPA Potential 2014” contest took 

place in auditorium 713, K7/25 Quang Trung campus. Among the people present were Ass.Prof. Dr. Vo 

Van Nhi, Dean of the Faculty of Accounting of the Ho Chi Minh City University of Economics; Mrs 

Huynh Ngoc Thien, Director of the Ho Chi Minh City Representative Office of CPA Australia; Ass.Prof. 

Dr. Le Duc Toan, DTU Vice Provost; and a lot of DTU lecturers, staff, and students.  

  

 

Ass. Prof. Dr. Le Duc Toan gives the Organizing Committee and sponsors flowers 

  

“CPA Potential” is a contest organized by the Accounting and Auditing Club of the Ho Chi Minh city 

University of Economics in October and November each year for students in economics of universities in 

Ho Chi Minh city and the Mekong Delta. For its 13th installment in 2014, the scope is broadened to 

include Central Vietnam with the participation of DTU and of the Da Nang University of Economics. 

  

Speaking at the kick-off ceremony, Mrs Huynh Ngoc Thien, representing the sponsors, said, “We are 

very honored to sponsor the CPA Potential contest - a large playground for students in economics. Over 

the years, the contest not only improved, but it also expanded to give students an opportunity to exchange, 

learn, share experiences, and to evaluate their own capabilities. This is the first time it is organized in 

Central Vietnam, but we expect it will be a bridge to help students measure their strengths and to obtain 

nice prizes. We hope that, through the contest, we can bring the DTU students some of the newest 

information about career opportunities to help them find the right orientation for the future.” 
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Mr Lam Quang Tuan speaking at the kick-off 

  

“CPA Potential 2014” will be organized on 12th October 2014. Contestants will go through four rounds. 

First round: Multiple-choice with 30% of questions in English, and essay of personal format. Second 

round: Essay. Third round: Presentation in English or Vietnamese with given subject. Fourth round: final 

on stage (format similar to the Road to Olympia Peak gameshow) to choose the most outstanding 

participant. Prize-winning contestants will be able to take home worthy prizes, receive a certificate, and 

do an internship at KPMG - currently one of the largest accounting companies in Vietnam as well as in 

the world. 

  

During the kick-off ceremony, CPA Australia staff member Mr Lam Quang Tuan provided students with 

some useful information about career orientation in the fields of accounting, auditing, and finance, and he 

advised them about how to prepare an impressive job application and how to “score” with recruiters 

during an interview. 

  

(Media Center) 

 


